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Nonlinear Control for DC MicroGrids
Enabling Efficient Renewable Power Integration
and Ancillary Services for AC grids
Alessio Iovine, Member, IEEE, Miguel Jiménez Carrizosa, Gilney Damm, Member, IEEE,
Pedro Alou, Member, IEEE

Abstract—A nonlinear control able to perform voltage and
power stability in Direct Current (DC) MicroGrids for an efficient
renewable energy integration that is capable of providing frequency support to an Alternate Current (AC) grid is introduced
in this work. A generic DC MicroGrid modeling is developed,
and the introduced controllers are shown to ensure grid stability,
both by a theoretical analysis with a formal proof of stability
using Lyapunov techniques, than by simulations performed in
MATLAB. A comparison with classical Proportional Integral
(PI) control techniques is described to show the performance
improvements.

Index terms— Nonlinear control, DC MicroGrids, Lyapunov control, Input-to-State Stability, Renewable energy,
distributed systems, Plug%Play.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

R

ENEWABLE Energy Sources (renewables) integration is
a capital topic for future electrical grids. Their intermittent nature is a challenge from the control point of view, since
it causes significant disturbances (voltage sags, frequency
perturbations, etc...) into the transmission and distribution
Alternate Current (AC) grids. [1].
A possibility for a better integration of renewable energies
is the utilization of Direct Current (DC) MicroGrids including
different storage devices in a distributed way [2], [3], [4], [5],
[6], [7], [8], [9]. Indeed, the DC MicroGrids could be capable
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of supplying to the main AC grid the produced renewable energy in a controllable way, and providing ancillary services to
it. Ancillary services are defined as services that are procured
by the AC grid operators with the objective of maintaining
the stability of the power system [10], [11]. Traditionally,
ancillary services have been provided by generators; however,
the integration of renewable energies and the development of
smart grids have prompted new opportunities to provide ancillary services like sub-second frequency support and synthetic
inertia. These services generally include: frequency control,
reactive power and voltage control, spinning reserves, system
protection, loss compensation scheduling and dispatch [12].
Besides the capability to provide them, DC MicroGrids are
also attracting interest thanks to different reasons: the fact
that most renewable energies, storage and modern low voltage
loads are DC (photovoltaic panels, batteries, computers or
electric cars), the lack of reactive power or the increased
capability of power converters in terms of performance and
efficiency. Because of these reasons, a probable future framework for the electrical grid will be composed by the coexistence between AC and DC grids both for transmission and
distribution levels. In this context, DC distributed MicroGrids
would help to increase the AC grids resilience by provision of
ancillary services. Proper operation conditions of an isolated
DC distributed MicroGrid can be ensured by using different
time scale storage devices (batteries, supercapacitors, fuel
cells, etc..), in order to obtain a flexible and reliable system
in response to the intermittent nature of renewable energies.
The batteries could have the duty to provide energy when
it is missing from the renewable sources, while other faster
devices, as for example the supercapacitors, could act to
compensate the power transient variations in power production
or consumption. [13], [14]. Even slower elements like fuel
cells or small scale pumped storage can allow long term
stability and economic efficiency, but for slow term stability
purposes they can be assimilated to a battery.
To correctly manage and control the power in the DC
MicroGrids, the control task must be fulfilled in different time
scales according to a hierarchical control [15], [16], [17] .
Formal stability analysis of power systems in general, and
MicroGrids in particular, is an open research topic, and several
recent works are available in literature. Either cooperative
control for enhance voltage harmonics and unbalances (see
[18]) or robust control strategy for autonomous modes of
operation of a microgrid that includes multiple distributed
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energy resource (DER) units are discussed [19]. Several works
are based on linear controllers, or on nonlinear controllers for
individual devices [20]: just recently, some stability analysis
results regarding the interconnection of the power systems as
a unique entity are available [21], [22], [13]].
In this paper, only the lower level real-time controller is
presented; it is then shown to properly address voltage and
current references which are given by a higher controller [15],
[23], [24], [25], [26], in order to keep DC MicroGrid stability
and support voltage and frequency of the main AC grid. The
system modeling is developed and a complete stability analysis
is investigated to meet power balance and voltage grid stability
requirements, according to the framework introduced in [27].
To the purpose of being able to provide power to the AC
grid, hypothesis on long-term power availability are done, as
in [13], [28]. With respect to these works, a more complex
modeling of the DC MicroGrids is considered, either for the
DC and the AC sides. Indeed, the fast storage devices in
charge of stabilizing the grid are connected by more economically desirable converter topologies as the bidirectional
boost-buck converters, which unfortunately have nonminimum phase properties impacting their dynamical behaviour
when performing the desired task. Furthermore, the Constant
Power Load (CPL) possibility is considered to be handled
as well [29], [30]. Moreover, the AC/DC converter dedicated
to manage the interconnection of the two grids describes the
frequency variations taking place in the AC side. Then, a more
complex and general model is obtained for a DC MicroGrid
composed by several subsystems. Such increased complexity
results in the need for more complex control techniques, to the
purpose to obtain a formal stability proof. All the converters
in the introduced system must, in a distributed way, keep
the stability of the mixed DC/AC network interconnecting all
the subsystems. Nonlinear control techniques as backstepping,
dynamic feedback linearization and Input-to-State Stability
(ISS) are used to provide an ISS-like Lyapunov function for
the whole system model (see [31], [32], [33]). The choice of
ISS has been done to obtain simplified control laws.
With respect to the current literature, the main contribution
of this work is to introduce a more general efficient distributed
control action among several devices connected to a DC
MicroGrid for providing frequency support to an AC grid
regulating both active and reactive power, while keeping the
DC one under stable operation conditions. The stability of the
proposed control action is ensured by an ISS-like Lyapunov
function, ensuring proper interconnection of the several subsystems as a unique power systems entity [27], [34], [33].
To the purpose of showing the effectiveness of the proposed
control action, voltage and frequency variations are considered
in the AC side, and the DC MicroGrid is responsible to keep
the AC grid operating in its nominal operation point. Since
CPL is one of the the major source of instabilities in distributed
grids [35], the control strategy will be shown capable to deal
with such situation in the DC side. The final management
system can be configurable and adaptable as needed.
This paper is outlined as follows: in Section II the system
model is introduced, while Section III depicts the adopted
nonlinear control and the stability analysis. Section IV shows

simulation results, and a comparison with classical PI controllers. Finally, Section V provides conclusions and related
future works.
II. M ICRO G RID M ODELING
Figure 1 depicts a possible configuration of the future
electric network, where both AC and DC system will exist
together with a high renewable energy penetration and where
the storage devices will be key elements for the system
stabilization.

Fig. 1. The future electric network.

This paper is focused on the control of a DC MicroGrid
enabling the possibility to provide ancillary services (frequency support) to an AC grid. As shown in Figure 1, the DC
MicroGrid can be composed by different types of distributed
renewable energies as photovoltaics (PV) or wind farms,
batteries, super capacitors, fuel cells, Biopower generation, AC
loads, DC loads, Electric Vehicles (EV) chargers connections
to different DC or AC grids, etc... Distinctive elements are
both the type of converters and their applications: to take into
account such distinctions, a classification is provided in the
following.
A. DC/DC converters for renewable energy integration
This type of converter is mainly used for PV applications.
Clearly, the energy in the converter always goes in the same
direction, and consequently both Buck or Boost configurations
could be used, depending on the relation between input
and output voltages. In order to obtain the model, average
technique is utilized, which is a well established technique
[36]. Besides, ideal switches have been considered.

Fig. 2. a) Buck converter

b) Boost converter
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The average model of the electrical schemes in Figure 2 is
introduced by the set of equations (1) and (2) for Buck and
Boost converters, respectively:
ẋCin = ICPinV − Csin xL
s
1
x˙L = − R
L xL + L xCin − L xCout
g
1
ẋCout = − Cout xCout + Cout xL −

Cout iline

ẋCin = ICPinV − C1in xL
1
s
x˙L = − R
L xL + L xCin − L xCout
g
s
ẋCout = − Cout xCout + Cout xL −

1
Cout iline

(1)
1

(2)

with
 qV
 V + IR
s
IP V = Ipv − I0 e kT − 1 −
(3)
Rs
where IP V is the current provided by the solar panel, and iline
is the current thought the line which links the converters and
the DC MicroGrid. Here I is the solar cell current, Ipv is the
irradiance generated current, I0 is the diode saturation current,
q is the electron charge, K is the Boltzman constant, T is the
cell temperature in Kelvin, V is the solar cell output voltage
and Rs is the solar cell series resistance.
B. DC/DC bidirectional converter
This type of converter is used when the power can flow
in both directions. Usually, it appears in storage devices or in
nodes which connects different DC grids. Although there exist
several topologies for this task, in this paper the Buck-Boost
bidirectional converter has been chosen due to its simplicity. Its
average model is introduced by the following set of equations:

Fig. 4. Voltage Source Converter

ẋd = − R
L xd − ωxq − ud xC + vd
ẋq = − R
L xq + ωxd − uq xC + vq
ẋ0 = − R
L x 0 + v0
3
1
ẋC = −
d xd + vq xq + v0 x0 ) + C iline
 2CxC (v
3
ω̇ = α Pm − 2 (vd xd + vq xq + v0 x0 )

(5)

where the term α depends on the inertia of all the AC
generators and Pm is the total mechanic power supplied by the
prime mover. As a frequency variation in the system implies
a voltage variation in the AC sources (vd , vq and v0 ), the
following conditions describing such voltage variations have
been also considered [37]:
vd = rxd − lωxq
vq = rxq + lωxd
v0 = (r + 3rn )x0

(6)

Here r, rn and l are the resistance, neutral resistance and
inductance of the equivalent generator of the AC side.
E. DC MicroGrid Modeling

Fig. 3. DC-DC bidirectional converter
s
V
ẋL = − R
L xL − L + L
g
s
ẋC = − C xC + C xL −

1
C iline

(4)

C. DC/DC converter for DC loads
Due to the fact that only one power direction is needed for
this type of application, the type of converters is similar to the
one introduced in Section II-A.
D. AC/DC converter
AC/DC converters are nowadays used in several applications, such as interconnecting AC and DC grids, integrating
wind energy in the DC grid or supplying power to a AC load.
In this work a three phases Voltage Source Converter (VSC)
converter is analyzed (see Figure 4). In addition, as the main
goal of the paper is to provided frequency support, ω has
been also taken into account in the modeling. Besides, the
dq0 frame has been used to model the system, which results
in the following equations:

To the purpose to identify a single model for the whole DC
MicroGrid, here the model introduced in Sections II-A, II-B,
II-C and II-D are used to obtain the model of a generic DC
MicroGrid integrating renewables (a PV array), storages acting
at different time scales (a battery and a supercap), a DC load
operating either as Constant Impedance Load (CIL) or CPL
and, finally, the connection to an AC grid (see Figure 5). It
is composed of 5 nodes, 4 DC lines and 5 converters. Intermittent energy resource is represented by solar panels, where
Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) control is applied.
Both batteries and supercapacitors are implemented in order
to have different dynamics. Besides, a new nonlinear approach
for CPL based on backstepping technique is addressed [38] .
To control purposes, the MicroGrid model is defined as
ẋ(t) = f (x(t)) + g(x(t))u(t) + h(d(t))

(7)

The whole dynamical model is considering the equations
introduced in (2), (4), (5) and (6), and is introduced in the
system in (11) and (12). The state and the disturbances are
supposed to be measurable. The state x ∈ R17 is composed
by currents, voltages and the pulsation as follows: x1 is the
input capacitor (C1 ) in the PV converter; x2 , x5 , x8 are
the inductor (L2 , L5 , L8 ) currents and x3 , x6 , x9 are the
output capacitors (C3 , C6 , C9 ) voltages of the PV, battery
and supercapacitor converter, respectively; x4 , x7 , x10 , x11
are the inductor (L4 , L7 , L10 , L11 ) currents in the line 1-5,
2-5, 3-5, 4-5, respectively; x12 is the capacitor C12 voltage
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in the converter connected to the DC load, while x13 is the
capacitor C13 voltage in the AC/DC converter; x14 , x15 , x16 ,
are the d, q, 0 axes of the AC current, respectively, while x17
is the pulsation ω of the AC grid.
The control input u ∈ R6 is composed by the different duty
cycles of the devices: PV, battery, supercapacitor, DC load and
AC connected converter, respectively, see (8). The disturbance
vector d ∈ R5 is introduced in (9) and (10), and it is supposed
to be piecewise constant. Here IP V (x1 ) is the current in (3),
VB and VS are the voltages of battery and supercapacitor,
while RL is the load resistance for the CIL case, and PL
the considered power for the CPL case. The meaning of the
parameters can be easily understood by the aforementioned
modeling.

load at some desired voltage levels, which are x∗12 and x∗13 ,
respectively. It is then necessary to consider the hypothesis
to have good references for the other physical devices, which
are given by a higher controller. It provides current or voltage
references for each converter depending on the node nature. In
addition, this controller could be optimal in order to minimize
the losses of the system or to optimize the utilization cost
of the storage devices, but always guaranteeing the energy
balance and keeping each element of the system within its
appropriate parameters, in order to ensure global stability
at any instant [23], [24], [25]. Consequently, a higher level
controller is supposed to provide the voltage references x∗3
(coming from a MPPT algorithm) for the PV array and x∗5
(coming from a battery management system BMS as [26]),
for the battery current.

u = [ s1 s2 s4 s6 ud uq ]

(8)

CIL

= [ IP V (x1 ) VB VS RL Pm ]

(9)

CP L

III. M ICRO G RID C ONTROL

= [ IP V (x1 ) VB VS PL Pm ]

(10)

As already mentioned in Section II-E, target of this paper
is to provide an analytical result where each DC/DC converter
develops a proper control action to the purpose to fit some
desired targets, as the tracking of MPPT, battery, pulsation,
load and grid references, which are x∗3 , x∗5 , x∗17 , x∗12 , x∗13 ,
respectively, to the purpose to ensure grid stability. The grid
control is based on a ISS-like Lyapunov function [33], which
is used to develop the control laws and consequently to ensure
stability results. Main objectives are to provide frequency
support in the AC side, as well as keeping the DC voltage grid
at desired values and guaranteeing the DC loads service. The
supercapacitor will be in charge of keeping voltage stability
during transients in the DC grid, while the other devices will
operate power balance in long term [13], [14]. The DC grid bus
is x13 : it is influenced by the connection with load and sources.
To counteract to the variations taking place, the control task
is split in several purposes. Some considerations about the
considered value of RL and Pm must be done, similarly as in
[13], and on the existence and dimension of a proper operating
region. Indeed, such values must be in a set ΩRP such that
Ω∗ , i.e. the set of all possible values of x∗3 , x∗5 , x∗12 , x∗13 and
x∗17 , is not empty with respect to the values of VB , VS , and the
physical limitations of the system and of the control inputs,
which are
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13
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=

1
L15
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=

1
L16

sj
ud , uq

3
2


(vd x14 + vq x15 + v0 x16 )

where F (d, x12 ) = − R1L C112 x12 if a CIL is considered, while
L
F (d, x12 ) = − xP12
in case of a CPL, and
vd = rx14 − lx17 x15
vq = lx17 x14 + rx15
v0 = (r + 3rn )x16

(13)
(14)

With respect to the considered reference values x∗3 , x∗5 , x∗12 ,
and x∗17 , and choosing to have a fixed reference x∗15 for
x15 as well, let us define the reference trajectories z2 , z8 , z9 ,
CIL CP L
z10 , z11
,z11 , z14 for the dynamics x2 , x8 , x9 , x10 , x11 ,
x14 as
h

i
R
x3
1
1
z2
= x1 −2R
ẋ
−
z
(x
−
R
z
)
+ (15)
2
1
2
1
2
2
x3
x3
2 z2
i
R C3 x3 h 1
− x1 −2R2 z2 C3 ẋ4 + Cg33 ẋ3 − K 3 (x3 − x∗3 ) − K 3 ẋ3
x∗13

[−RAC x16 + v0 ]


= α Pm −

∈ [0, 1], j = {1, 2, 4, 6}
q
∈ [−1, 1], u2d + u2q = 1

(12)

The main target of this work is to impose a desired pulsation
value x∗17 to the AC grid, while keeping the DC grid and the

z8

=

h
i
g9 ẋ9 + ż10 + x12 z8 (VS − R8 z8 ) +
9

R C9 x9 
− VS −2R
K
(x
−
z
)
+ K 9 (ẋ9 − ż9 )
(16)
9
9
9
8 z8

R

x9
VS −2R8 z8

5

1
[α8 − R8 x8 + VS − L8 ż8 + K8 (x8 − z8 )]
x9

s4 =


1 
i
α11 − R11 x11 + x13 − L11 ż11
+ K11 (x11 − z11i )
x12
(28)

s6 =

ud

=

1
x13

[vd − RAC x14 − L14 x17 x15 + α14 ] +

+ x113
uq
Fig. 5. The considered DC MicroGrid providing ancillary services to

the AC network.
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−
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= x −2R
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1
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C12 x12

1
RL

ẋ12 +

1
x2
12

α̇8
α̇14

(18)
i

K13 x113 x∗13 2 )


(x13 − R11 z11 )z11 +

i
z11 ẋ13 + K 12 (x12 − x∗
12 ) + K 12 (ẋ12 )

(19)

1
x13

[vq − RAC x15 + L15 x17 x14 ] +
[α15 + K15 (x15 −

(30)

x∗15 )]

with the integral error terms ensuring zero error in steady-state;

z9 = R10 x10 − α10 + x13 + L10 ż10 − K10 (x10 − z10 ) (17)
h
i
= − 32 x113 (vd x14 + vq x15 + v0 x16 ) +

=

(29)

[−L14 ż14 + K14 (x14 − z14 )]

+ x113

α̇2

z10

(27)

= K2α [x2 − z2 ] ; α̇5 = K5α [x5 − x∗5 ]


α
i
= K8α [x8 − z8 ] ; α̇11 = K11
x11 − z11
=

α
K14

[x14 − z14 ] ; α̇15 =

α
K15

[x15 −

(31)
(32)

x∗15 ]

(33)

To the purpose to study stability of the system in (11), and
thanks to the introduction of the aforementioned dynamics,
it is now possible to define the extended state χ and its
equilibrium point χe :
χe = [ χe1 χe2 χe3 χe4 χe5 ] (34)

χ = [ χ1 χ2 χ3 χ4 χ5 ] ;
where

CP L
z11

−

R

=

R

x12
x13 −2R11 z11

C12 x12
x13 −2R11 z11

z14 =

1
vd

h



1
1
C12 x12

1
x2
12



(x13 − R11 z11 )z11 +
i
+ K 12 (x12 − x∗
12 ) + K 12 (ẋ12 )

P ẋ12 +

z11 ẋ13

1
x2
12

(Pm + α17 + K17 (x17 − x∗
17 )) − vq x15 − v0 x16

2
3



(20)

(21)

where the terms α10 and α17 are integral error terms ensuring
zero error in steady-state, i.e.
α
α̇10 = K10
[x10 − z10 ] ;

α
α̇17 = K17
[x17 − x∗17 ]

(22)

and the equilibrium points of the remaining dynamics of the
system (11) in closed loop are
xe1

=

xe6

=

x∗3 − x∗13
;
(23)
R4
e
e ∗
e
∗
s2 x5 − x7
x − x13
; xe7 = 6
; xe16 = 0 (24)
g6
R7

f (I(xe3 )); xe4 =

where se2 is the value of s2 at the equilibrium. Such reference
trajectories are defined to the purpose to force the equilibrium
point of the selected dynamics to be the desired one. The Ki
are defined as positive tuning parameters, calculated according
to some conditions (see [13]): in the following of the paper,
any gain Ki , K i and K i are defined in the same way.
According to considering CPL or CIL case, the trajectory
i
z11
is used accordingly, i ∈ {CP L, CIL}. Thus, in order
to force the system to have both the desired equilibrium and
trajectories, the following control laws are introduced:
s1

=

s2

=

1
[x1 − R2 x2 + α2 − L2 ż2 + K2 (x2 − z2 )](25)
x3
1
[VB + α5 − R5 x5 + K5 (x5 − x∗5 )]
(26)
x6

T

T

χ1

=

[ x1 x2 α2 x3 x4 ] ; χe1 = [ xe1 z2 0 x∗3 xe4 ] (35)

χ2

=

[ x5 α5 x6 x7 ] ;

χ3
χe3

=
=

T

χe2 = [ x∗5 0 xe6 xe7 ]

[ x8 α8 x9 ẋ9 x10 α10 ]
[ z8 0 z9 0 z10 0 ]

T

T

χe4

i
z11

χ5

=

[ x13 α13 x14 α14 x15 α15 x16 x17 α17 ]

=

[ 0 0 z14 0

0

x∗17

0]

T

0

x∗12
T

[ x11 α11 x12 ẋ12 ] ;
xe16

=



=

x∗15

(36)
(37)

T

χ4
χe5

T

(38)
T
0 (39)
(40)
(41)

with ẋj , j ∈ {9, 12} being the time derivatives of xj . The
extended states are composed by the state variables and the
needed control dynamics (as integral terms or other time
derivative used in the control laws) for each devices composing
the DC MicroGrid: χ4 refers to the subsystems controlling the
supercapacitor power output, having as target the DC voltage
control, while χ1 , χ2 , χ3 and χ5 describes the PV, battery,
load and connection to the AC grid subsystems, respectively,
having as target the power output tracking of the references
provided by the higher level controller.
Finally, let us consider the error term e, where
e = [ χ1 − χe1 ; χ2 − χe2 ; χ3 − χe3 ; χ4 − χe4 ; χ5 − χe5 ]
= [ e1 ; e2 ; e3 ; e4 ; e5 ]

(42)

and any evolution of e such that
x3 6= 0, x6 6= 0, x9 6= 0, x12 6= 0, x13 6= 0, vd 6= 0 (43)
x1 − 2R2 z2 6= 0, VS − 2R8 z8 6= 0, x13 − 2R11 z11 6= 0
Theorem 1: For any given x∗3 , x∗5 , x∗12 , x∗13 , x∗17 in Ω∗ , and
RL and Pm in ΩRP such that condition (43) is satisfied, the
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control inputs in (25), (26), (27), (28), (29), (30), are such that
the system e is ISS stable in closed loop, since there exists
β ∈ KL and γ ∈ K such that the following inequality holds
|e(t)| ≤ β(e(0), t) + γ(x∗13 ),

(44)

Proof 1: The proof is based on a stability analysis with
respect to a Lyapunov function W as a composition of
Lyapunov functions [13], [27]:
W = W e1 + W e2 + W e3 + W e4 + W e5 > 0

W e1

= W1 + W2 + W3 + W4 > 0

(46)

W e2

= W5 + W6 + W7 > 0

(47)

W e3

= W8 + W9 + W10 > 0

(48)

W e4

= W11 + W12 > 0

(49)

W e5

= W13 + W14 + W15 + W16 + W17 > 0 (50)

A combination of nonlinear control techniques as backstepping, dynamic feedback linearization and Lyapunov analysis
is used in this proof. It is composed of five parts: each of them
show the stability of a converter connected to a device.
Let us start analyzing We5 . To prove the convergence of the
frequency to the desired term, let us introduce W17 as
1
1
2
(x17 − x∗17 )2 +
α α17 > 0
2
2K17

(51)

The choice of the reference trajectory z14 in (21) for x14
demonstrates converge of x17 to x∗17 , since
Ẇ17 = −K17 (x17 − x∗17 )2 ≤ 0

(52)

=

W15

=

W16

=

L14
1
2
(x14 − z14 )2 +
α α14 > 0
2
2K14
L15
1
2
(x15 − x∗15 )2 +
α α15 > 0
2
2K15
1
(x16 − xe16 )2 > 0
2

= −β(|x13 |) +

Ẇe5 (e5 , x∗13 ) = −β(|e5 |) + γ(|x∗13 |)

The second step of this proof is dedicated to the part of
system that has in charge of ensuring convergence of x10 to
its the reference trajectory in (18) (the supercapacitor), i.e.
We4 . To this purpose, let us define W10 as
W10 =

1
L10
2
(x10 − z10 )2 +
α α10 > 0
2
2K10

The choice of the reference z9 in (17) is clearly done to
obtain a time derivative of W10 that is negative semidefinite,
where again Barbalat’s lemma can be used to show asymptotic
converge. Indeed, Ẇ10 results to be
Ẇ10 = −K10 (x10 − z10 )2 ≤ 0

(63)

Unfortunately, this backstepping-like procedure utilized until
now cannot be directly used to obtain the reference z8 that
would impose the converge of x9 to z9 in (17). The reference
in (16) has been then selected according to separation principle
properties, which allow to consider the slow dynamics of x9
when the fast dynamics x8 is already in its reference trajectory,
i.e. x = 8 = z8 :
g9
1
1
ẋ9 = − x9 −
x10 +
s4 z8
(64)
C9
C9
C9

which is a linear and stable system for K 8 , K 8 > 0. Consequently, there will exist a Lyapunov function W9 such that

Ẇ15 = −K15 (x15 − x∗15 )2 ≤ 0

(57)

W9 > 0; Ẇ9 < 0

(58)

W8 =

1
L8
(x8 − z8 )2 +
α2 > 0
2
2K8α 8

(59)

(67)

such that
Ẇ8 = −K8 (x8 − z8 )2 ≤ 0

Then, to complete the stability analysis on We5 let us consider
the reference trajectory z10 in (18) and the function

(66)

It must to be noticed that the reference in (16) is bounded,
since it is a diffeomorphism of the dynamics ẍ9 . The control
input in (27) has been chosen to have a function W8 as

and asymptotic convergence can be ensured again by Barbalat’s lemma. Furthermore,

1
(x13 )2 > 0
2

(62)

(55)

(56)

W13 =

(61)

(54)

(53)

Ẇ14 = −K14 (x14 − z14 )2 ≤ 0

1
(x16 − xe16 )2 < 0
L16

(60)

γ(|x∗13 |)

Then, to conclude this first step, we can state that We5 > 0
admits a Ẇe5 ensuring ISS properties, since

The choice of the control inputs in (29) and (30) is such that

Ẇ16 = −

= −K13 (x13 )2 + K13 (x∗13 )2

To the purpose to calculate z8 , the virtual input ż8 = vd is
added to the system. To calculated it, a time derivative of
equation (64) is needed. Then, it is easy to see that the choice
of the reference in (16) has been done to have the resulting
subsystem

 


0
1
ẋ9
x9
=
(65)
ẍ9
ẋ9
−K 8 −K 8

and by Barbalat’s lemma utilization asymptotic convergence is
ensured [31]. To show convergence of the currents of the AC
grid to their references, the following functions are defined:
W14

Ẇ13 (x13 , x∗13 )

(45)

where

W17 =

After simple calculations, it is possible to show that Ẇ13
satisfies ISS conditions, since there exist functions β, γ ∈ K∞
such that

(68)

As before, Barbalat’s lemma is used to show asymptotic
convergence. Then, the We3 in (48) admits a time derivative
Ẇe3 < 0

(69)
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The third step of the proof is dedicated to the load part.
i
The procedure that is used to obtain the references z11
is the
same that has been used for z8 in (16). Let us then consider
ν12 = [x12 ẋ12 ]T : due to the multi-time scale separation of the
system, it is possible to consider the dynamics of x12 when
x11 has already taken the value of z11 , and calculate the time
derivative ẋ12 . Thus, according to the choice of the reference
i
z11
, the subsystem ν12 will result linear and with a Hurwitz
i
matrix. Indeed, with the virtual input ż11
used to select the
proper reference as in (20), it will result:



 
0
1
x12
ẋ12
(70)
=
ẋ12
ẍ12
−K 11 −K 11
As the system is a linear stable one, there will exist a Lyapunov
function W12 such that
W12 > 0; Ẇ12 < 0

admits a negative semidefinte time derivative, which again ensures asymptotic convergence thanks to the Barbalat’s lemma
utilization:
(73)

It is then possible to state that for both cases of CPL and CIL
there exist a Lyapunov function W12 such that the conditions
in (71) are valid. As a result, the We4 in (48) admits a time
derivative
Ẇe4 < 0

(74)

The fourth part of the proof deals with the PV array stability
analysis. The technique used to obtain the reference z2 in
(15) is the same as for (16) and (20): for the same reasons, a
Lyapunov function W3 with as follows exists:
W3 > 0; Ẇ3 < 0

(75)

The choice of the control input in (25) is such that the function
W2 =

L2
1
α2 > 0
(x2 − z2 )2 +
2
2K2α 2

(76)

admits asymptotic convergence by Barbalat’s lemma;
Ẇ2 = −K2 (x2 − z2 )2 ≤ 0

(77)

The multi-time scale behavior of the dynamics, which is
certified by the separation principle, allows to consider the
dynamics of x1 and x4 in their equilibrium points.
W1 + W4 =

1
1
(x1 − xe1 )2 + (x4 − xe4 )2 > 0
2
2

Ẇ1 + Ẇ4 = −C1 (x1 − xe1 )2 − L4 (x4 − xe4 )2 < 0

(78)
(79)

To better remark it, please note that current IP V in (3) has a
linear stable term. The following choice for the
Ẇe1 ≤ 0

W5 =

L5
1
α2 > 0
(x5 − x∗5 )2 +
2
2K5α 5

Ẇ5 = −K5 (x5 − x∗5 )2 ≤ 0

(81)

(82)

Finally, the following functions show stability of the remaining dynamics, according to the considerations done for the
previous case:
W6 + W7 =

1
1
(x6 − xe6 )2 + (x7 − xe7 )2 > 0
2
2

(83)

(71)

As a direct consequence, the control input in (28) is chosen
such that
1
L11
i 2
2
(x11 − z11
) +
(72)
W11 =
α α11 > 0
2
2K11

Ẇ11 = −K11 (x10 − z10 )2 ≤ 0

The last part of the proof considers the control input in
(26) to show stability by means of the function W5 , its time
derivative Ẇ5 and the Barbalat’s lemma:

(80)

Ẇ6 + Ẇ7 = −C6 (x6 − xe6 )2 − L7 (x7 − xe7 )2 < 0

(84)

Thus, the Lyapunov function in (47) ensures stability since
Ẇe2 ≤ 0

(85)

According to (46), (47), (48), (49), (50), it is then possible
to state that
α(|e|) ≤ W (e) ≤ α(|e|)

(86)

where the functions α, α ∈ K∞ . Furthermore, from the
conditions in (61), (69), (74), (80) and (85), it follows that
there exist functions β, γ ∈ K∞ such that the following
inequality holds, ensuring ISS:
Ẇ (e, x∗13 ) = Ẇ1,3 + Ẇ4,6 + Ẇ7,9 + Ẇ8,10 + Ẇ2,5,11 (87)
≤ −β(|e|) + γ(|x∗11 |)
The composite Lyapunov function W in (45) results to be
an ISS-like Lyapunov function, where the equilibrium point
x∗13 can be considered as a fictitious input. Consequently,
inequality (44) follows from equation (87).

Theorem 1 and the related proof state that the provided
controllers locally stabilize the grid in (11), since the stability
analysis provided for the extended state e is directly applied
to the original state x. The constructive proof introduces
the possibility to easily increase the size of the system by
adding physical devices. Indeed, stability analysis can still be
performed with the same methods, including the possibility of
Plug&Play devices [22]. For example, in case of addition of
a PV panel, a battery or a load, their stability analysis will
be performed with the same functions We1 , We2 and We4 ,
respectively. Obviously, Kirchoff’s law considerations will
drive to modifications on the reference z10 . On the same way,
several supercapacitors will modify such reference as well,
to share the duty among the different We3 . Again Kirchoff’s
law considerations will drive to a different description of
the interconnections with the DC bus in case of multiple
AC/DC devices. Nevertheless, the adopted constructive technique which has been used for finding the control inputs and
the references can be easily adapted.
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IV. S IMULATIONS
As already described, the main control target of the model of
the DC MicroGrid in Figure 5 is to provide ancillary services
to the AC grid, in particular, to help in the frequency control at
AC side. The parameters of the grid are introduced in Table I.
The simulations are carried out in Matlab environment supposing 5 minutes grid operation and two different types of loads,
considering constant impedance load (CIL, pure resistive) and
constant power load (CPL). Along the 5 minutes simulations,
the following events are considered: a) in AC generators, the
equilibrium between the electric torque and mechanical torque
suddenly changes for t = 20 s and t = 150 s affecting the
frequency in the AC side, b) the voltage reference for the DC
grid varies every 30 seconds (given by a higher controller) and
c) the battery manager system (BMS) receives new references
every 10 seconds.
TABLE I
PARAMETERS
Rload
1÷ 20 Ω
L5
10 mF
R8
1 mΩ
C12
4 mF

C1
L2
C3
10 mF
20 mH
4 mF
R5
C6
L7
12.5 mΩ
4 mF
1 mH
C9
L10
R10
4 mF
1 mH
14mΩ
C13
Lac
Rac
10 mF
5 mH
62.5mΩ
DC grid nominal voltage
PV nominal voltage
AC grid nominal voltage
Frequency

L4
2 mH
R7
10 mΩ
L11
5 mH
l
100 mH

R4
25 mΩ
L8
1 mH
R10
30 mΩ
r
0.3Ω
800 V
400 V
230 V
50 Hz

means of Phase lock loop technique or similar). In order to do
a fair comparison, the PI has been initialized with the nominal
value and it was then tuned following classical criteria.

Fig. 7. The frequency variation in the AC side.

Figure 8 shows the AC current in a phase both for the
proposed controller and for the PI. We can appreciate as the
current achieves the steady state faster with the non-linear
control.

A. Frequency support with CILs
In Figure 6 the power injected by the solar panels, the
power consumed by the DC load (constant impedance), and the
power provided/absorbed by the battery and supercapacitors
are exhibited. We can observe as the battery follows its
reference given by a higher level controller each 10 s.

Fig. 8. The AC currents.

In figure 9 the DC bus voltage is shown. We can observe
that the voltage successfully tracks its reference for the whole
considered period, and it is always in a range of 10% with
respect to the nominal value, in concordance with the grid
code for DC grids [39]. The reference is given by a higher
controller, which is not studied in this paper, but it is supposed
to always guarantee the energy balance of the system, in order
to ensure stability [25], [26]

Fig. 6. The powers in the DC side.

In Figure 7 a comparison between a Proportional Integral
(PI) controller and the proposed one for frequency control
in the AC side is exhibited . We can observe that in both
cases the frequency tracks its reference, but the PI controller
has slower performances. This is important and has to be
remarked, since the fast stabilization of frequency is vital for
the proper operation of the AC/DC converter, and both control
philosophies depends on the knowledge of this variable (by

Fig. 9. The DC bus voltage dynamic.

Finally, in Figure 10, both the stored energies of battery
and supercapacitor are shown. In both cases the final energy
is less than the initial one. This fact must not surprise us,
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because the DC MicroGrid provides the required energy to
restore the frequency in the AC side.

Fig. 13. The DC bus voltage dynamic with CPL.

Fig. 10. The stored energy in battery and supercapacitor.

B. Frequency support with CPLs
In Figure 11 the power injected by the solar panels, the
power consumed by the DC load (CPL), and the power
provided/absorbed by the battery and super capacitors are
exhibited. The CPL changes its power reference each 60 s.
We can appreciate as the results both for the battery and supercapacitors are different due to the presence of the CPL, and
consequently the higher controller gives different references.
On the other hand, the power injected by the solar panels are
the same as the previous case.

range of 10% with respect to the nominal value, in concordance with the grid code for DC grids.
In figure 14 the voltage and the current for the CPL are
shown. We can observe as although these values are affected
by the change of reference in the DC grid voltage (each 30 s
while the CPL power reference varies each 60 s), the nonlinear
control stabilizes both the voltage and the current in the load.
Besides, we can observe as the variations in the AC generators
(t = 20 s and t = 150 s) have a not significant impact in the
CPL voltage and current.

Fig. 14. The voltage and current in the CPL.

Fig. 11. The powers in DC side with CPL.

Finally, in figure 15 the trajectories of the load curves for
different time are shown. We can appreciate as the trajectories
goes to the operation points according to each power and
voltage levels, and in concordance with Figures 14 and 11b.

In figure 12 the frequency in the AC side is shown. We can
observe as the proposed nonlinear controller produces a faster
frequency support than the PI also in case of CPLs.

Fig. 15. The V-I trajectories in the CPL case.

Fig. 12. The variation of frequency in the AC side with CPL.

In figure 13 the DC bus voltage is shown. We can observe
how the voltage tracks its reference while being always in a

V. C ONCLUSION
This paper provides an ISS-Lyapunov based nonlinear
control approach for DC MicroGrids considering Plug&Play
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philosophy. The main target of providing frequency support
to AC grid while keeping DC grid stability is successfully
reached. Besides, a new nonlinear approach for CPL based on
backstepping technique is addressed.
The simulations results show how the proposed controllers
offer better performance with respect to classical PI, which is
a significant improvement for DC distributed MicroGrids, specially if networks with a high penetration of renewable energy
resources and storage devices are involved. In addition, these
type of networks usually operates with nonlinear elements, as
CPL, and the proposed control fits better than classical ones.
Future works will address voltage support for AC grids,
power quality restrictions as well as more sophisticated converter topologies.
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